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Proudly introducing our latest collection for 
Superfresco Colours, The Milan Collection. The 

collection was inspired by a texture that’s taken the 
market by storm. Building on the success we 

developed a collection of lead co-ordinates to 
perfectly sit with our best selling textures. 

When developing any product for the colours brand, 

value is always at the forefront of our process. 
Ensuring the customer receives a high quality roll of 

wallpaper, that oozes luxury whilst still a problem 
solving product for unruly walls. 



From three bestselling

plains, a collection Was born

106401 100491100490



Milan geo

106405 106532 106407 106406

106533

Create the perfect pair with our Milan 
texture by juxtaposing with this truly trendy 
geometric design. The contrast between 
textures on this design oozes luxury and 
technical accomplishment. Texture, suede, 
metallic and matt all marry together to 
create this stunning wallpaper



Milan Stripe

106517 106516 106518106516

The Milan stripe combines a best selling 
texture, suede effect and matt to create a 
symphony of textures to add opulence to 
any wall in your home. The stripe can be 
hung horizontally or vertically, and will 
guarantee the WOW factor in any room.



Milan Brick

106523 106522 106524

Bricks just got better! Recreate a real urban 
loft by having a brick design that is full of 
texture for a luxuriously tactile feel. 
Available in three key colours this design 
adds great texture and value to a best 
selling design style.

106523



Milan Trail

106404 106402 106403106516106403

The trail has typically been quite a 
traditional design style. However, 
reimagined on our best selling Milan texture 
the heavy coverage of metallic sets the 
tone for a modern and stylish finish. 



Milan damask

106520 106519 106521106516106519

Demonstrating the versatility of the Milan 
texture this damask sings luxury in full 
metallic, while the texture quietly adds 
depth and texture. We love this design in 
the bedroom, but would also look great in 
a dining room or lounge! 



Milan scroll

106526 106425 106527

This enchanting swirling scroll wallpaper is 
laden with lashings of rich metallic. Use on 
all four walls for a regal finish, or pair with a 
co-ordinating Milan texture for a more 
subtle look.  

106527



Fiorella 

suede

106528 106531 106529106530

This henna inspired floral is highlighted with 
metallic accents to really shine. This modern 
floral design is juxtaposed by a suede feel 
background for a super tactile finish. Both 
colourways are available with plains to sit 
next to them. 

106530


